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CASE REPORT

LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY FOR LEFT SIDED GALL
BLADDER: AN UNUSUAL CASE
Rehan Masood, Samiullah, Ishtiaq Ahmed Chaudhary, Taimur
Department of Surgery, Foundation University Medical College, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

We report a rare case of a female patient with situs inversus totalis. She developed cholelithiasis
which was diagnosed on abdominal ultrasound and she underwent laparoscopic cholecystectomy for
the left sided gall bladder. The literature on this subject is reviewed. We want to highlight the
important aspects of the management in such rare scenario.
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INTRODUCTION
Situs inversus totalis is a rare congenital defect that can
present difficulties during laparoscopic surgery due to
the mirror-image anatomy.1 Macro Severino first
recognized dexytrocardia in 1643. More than a century
later, Mathew Baillie described the complete mirror
image reversal of the thoracic and abdominal organs in
situs inversus.1 Typically, patients with situs inversus
have a normal life expectancy. In the rare instances of
cardiac anomalies, life expectancy is reduced,
depending on the severity of the defect. The recognition
of situs inversus is important for preventing surgical
mishaps that result from the failure to recognize
reversed anatomy or an atypical history. For example, in
a patient with situs inversus, cholecystitis typically
causes left upper quadrant pain, and appendicitis causes
left lower quadrant pain. The indexed literature has
reported only few patients that were diagnosed to have
left sided gall bladder and acute cholecystectitis.2–4 Most
of these patients underwent open cholecystectomies and
up till now only thirteen cases have been reported to
undergo laparoscopic cholecystectomy for the left sided
gall bladder.5 We are reporting 14th case in literature
which underwent Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy for the
left sided gall bladder.

Figure-1: Chest X-Ray showing dextrocardia

CASE REPORT
A 42-year-old female, previously not a known case of
situs inversus admitted through emergency room with
history of sudden onset epigastric and left hypochondrial
pain for 24 hrs. Her emergency room X-ray chest showed
presence of dextrocardia and her abdominal ultrasound
scan demonstrated acute cholecystitis of a left side gall
bladder. A mirror image anatomy of other abdominal
viscera was also diagnosed on abdominal ultrasound. She
was planned for early laparoscopic cholecystectomy
during the same admission.
Diagnosing the situs inversus preoperatively
gave us a great advantage and detailed literature search
was made before the procedure and preparation were
made to tackle the mirror image anatomy and possibility
of unexpected other anomalies.
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A detailed cardiac and respiratory assessment
was made to diagnose associated significant pathology
due to situs inversus totalis and this work up was quite
normal. Theatre laparoscopic equipment orientation was
made in a mirror image fashion, with laparoscopic
equipment trolley towards left top of operating table,
and surgeon standing on the right of the patient. Total of
four ports, Infra-umblical, epigastric and two left lateral
abdominal ports were used. A detailed care full
laparoscopy was done to see the mirror image
relationship of all the abdominal viscera (Figure-1 & 2).

Dissection in the Calot’s triangle was started
near the gall bladder and medial portion of the gall
bladder was mobilized with care full dissection. Anatomy
at the Calot’s triangle was identified care fully which
demonstrated a very normal mirror image relationship of
the cystic duct and artery to common bile duct with no
other associate anomalies. To further confirm the
anatomy a laparoscopic per operative cholangiogram was
performed which confirmed the above mentioned
findings. Cystic duct and artery ware double clipped and
cut, rest of the gall bladder was dissected from its bed and
removed outside abdomen through the epigastric port.
Patient had smooth postoperative recovery and she was
discharge on second postoperative day. She had two
routine out patient clinic follow ups on the end of first
week and 4th week, which were unremarkable.
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existence of other anomalies.8,12 Other problems faced
by laparoscopic surgeon are position of ports, standing
position of operating surgeon, location of monitor and
assistant because he is not used to of this position during
routine Cholecystectomy. All these should be mirror
image of routine laparoscopic Cholecystectomy.
Another difficulty faced by operating surgeon is that by
standing on right side of patient his dissecting hand is
left, for which he is not used to of working during
routine laparoscopic Cholecystectomy.
Figure-2: Showing laparoscopic port positions over
anterior abdominal wall which are mirror image of
routine laparoscopic cholecystectomy

DISCUSSION
Situs inversus totalis and abnormally positioned gall
bladder to the left of the Falciform ligament are rare
anomalies and only few cases are reported in
literature.3,4 The first description of left sided gall
bladder in indexed literature was made by Cirla in
1965.2 Since then there are many case reports of left
sided gall bladder. First laparoscopic cholecystectomy
for left sided gall bladder was reported by Drover in
19926 and since then thirteen other cases have been
reported in literature, making a point that laparoscopic
intervention is not a contraindication for such
patients.5,7–10 Transposition of gall bladder to the left
side without situs inversus is rare and only a few cases
are reported in literature so for. These gall bladders are
almost always situated under left lobe of liver between
the IV and III segments or on the III segment to the left
of Falciform ligament.8,11
All the previous reporters have emphasized
upon difficulties arising from the presence of mirror
image anatomy and anomalies at Calot’s triangle. All the
attempts of laparoscopic cholecystectomies were success
full with uneventful recovery.5,12–14 In our patient situs
inversus was diagnosed preoperatively by X-ray chest
and Ultrasound abdomen. As we know the diagnosis
before operation, so was selected mirror image
positioning of laparoscopic ports. We had slight difficulty
in dissection due to mirror image anatomy but the
complete procedure was uneventful. We made special
effort to work as close to gallbladder as possible in the
Calot’s triangle to avoid any biliary injury. Special care
needs to be taken to identify the anatomy prior to division
of any structures to prevent accidental injury to the
common bile duct. The detailed review of the literature
before operation helped us a lot in patient management.
Laparoscopic surgeon should be careful for the
view of reversed relationships of the structures and

CONCLUSION
Our Surgery Department performed successful
laparoscopic cholecystectomy for the left sided gall
bladder for the first time in Pakistan. Laparoscopic
intervention is safe in such patients. Mirror image
placement of ports, dissection close to the gall
bladder, clear identification of anatomical structure
before cutting and availability of intra-operative
cholangiogram is of paramount importance.
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